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Verification, Validation & Uncertainty Quantification

It is critical that we can trust the results of supercomputer simulations, because 

simulations are increasingly relied on for important matters that affect our lives.

It is therefore important that:

● any simulation adheres to its underlying conceptual (or mathematical) model 

description [verification].

● any simulation produces results that closely match with observations in the real 

world [validation].

● any simulation result has a clearly and systematically quantified range of uncertainty 

[uncertainty quantification].



Verified Exascale Computing for Multiscale Applications

● Horizon 2020 EU project (FET-HPC)
○ http://www.vecma.eu  

● Aim: Establish a toolkit for VVUQ for (multiscale) 

applications that require large scale supercomputers. 
○ -> The VECMA Toolkit.

● Budget: €4M

● Duration: June 2018 - December 2021.

● Next major toolkit release date: June 2021

http://www.vecma.eu


The VECMA toolkit
1. Support the creation of procedures 

for VVUQ and sensitivity analysis (SA).

2. Enable UQP/VVP-based application 

execution using a variety of 

infrastructures.

3. Facilitate curation and automation of 

complex applications. 

4. Provide the ability to flexible schedule 

large numbers of jobs on remote 

resources.

5. Be used.



● EasyVVUQ

○ “I need error bars.”

● MUSCLE3

○ “I want to couple codes, and propagate uncertainty through the coupling.”

● FabSim3

○ “I don’t want to do anything tedious to get all this complicated stuff working.”

● QCG-Client & Broker

○ “I want to manage different job types, including complex workflows using supercomputers.”

● QCG-PilotJob & EQI

○ “I need to run more jobs...say, perhaps a hundred million?”

● QCG-Now

○ “I want to use a supercomputer...now!”

● EasySurrogate

○ “I want to run my models much more cheaply.”



EasyVVUQ introduction

● EasyVVUQ aims to make it as easy as possible to implement advanced techniques for 

uncertainty quantification for existing application codes (or workflows). 

● Primary focus on non-intrusive UQ techniques, where many model instances are run 

to quantify uncertainties and analyse parameter sensitivities.

https://easyvvuq.readthedocs.io 

https://easyvvuq.readthedocs.io


● User-developer oriented automation/curation toolkit
○ Aim: reduce human effort required to create/modify/repurpose/salvage 

complex computational workflows.
● Uses generic pattern code (reusable in other tools) for UQ and V&V.

● Supports range of backends:
○ Localhost.
○ Range of supercomputers.
○ QCG broker & Pilot Jobs.

● FabSim3 is generic, but plugins
provide application-specific 
advantages.

FabSim3 relies on bash one-liners, e.g.:
fabsim localhost run_amazingly_complex_app
fabsim eagle validate_flee:mali,cores=24,replicas=5
fabsim localhost install_plugin:FabUQCampaign

https://fabsim3.readthedocs.io 
Groen et al., Comp. Phys. Comm. (2016) vol. 207, pp. 375--385. 8

https://fabsim3.readthedocs.io


● Dynamic scheduling and running of 

tasks inside a single queuing system 

allocation (e.g. SLURM)

● Support for task dependencies and 

iterations

● Different modes of usage:
○ static (description in JSON file)

○ dynamic (python API and remote API)

● Resuming mechanism

● Good scalability thanks to 

partitioning mechanism.

https://qcg-pilotjob.readthedocs.io/ 9

● Aim: make creating coupled 

multiscale simulations easy, and to 

then enable efficient uncertainty 

quantification of such models using 

advanced semi-intrusive algorithms.

● Development is funded through the 

e-MUSC project.

https://muscle3.readthedocs.io 

https://qcg-pilotjob.readthedocs.io/
https://muscle3.readthedocs.io


Verification and Validation Patterns

VVP #1: Stable Intermediate Forms [verification]

VVP #2: Level of Refinement [verification]

VVP #3: Ensemble Output Validation [validation]

VVP #4: QoI (Quantities of Interest) Distribution Comparison [validation]



VVP #3 example: ensemble output validation



Motivation:

● Conflict erupts, people flee

● Where do they go?

● How do humanitarian decisions 

affect them?

○ Border closure.

○ Camp placement.

● Inform decision-making, and 

possibly public awareness.. 



Objectives

To save refugee lives, as it 
helps governments and 

NGOs to correctly allocate 
humanitarian resources to 

refugee camps

To help complete 
incomplete data 

collections on refugee 
movements

To investigate the 
consequences of a nation 

closing its border for 
refugees

Derek Groen, “Simulating refugee movements: where would you go?”, International Conference on Computational Science, 2016.



Our simulation development approach

Suleimenova et al. (2017) “A Generalized Simulation Development Approach For Predicting Refugee Destinations”, Scientific Reports, 7:13377.



VVP #3: Ensemble Output Validation

● The aim of Flee is to be rapidly re-applicable to a wide range of conflicts.

● To evidence that this is possible, we need to validate the code concurrently against 

data from a range of different scenarios.

● Using VVP #3, we are able to flexibly build automated ensemble validation routines, 

and move from ad-hoc validation to systematic and recurring validation testing.

● Four scenarios currently, but we are planning to add 2 more (Ethiopia and Syria) in 

the coming month.

Code Burundi CAR Mali South Sudan Average
1.0 0.258 0.254 0.46 0.523 0.38

2.0 0.257 0.236 0.285 0.525 0.326



VVP #3: Ensemble Output Validation

VVP is defined in Python3 code, but without any 

dependencies.

This allows the pattern to be easily inserted into other 

software components.



Forecasting with uncertainty (migration)



Uncertainty Quantification

Uncertainty as to how a conflict progresses affects a migration model.

In this way, uncertainty propagates from one

model to another.

“Towards Modelling the Effect of Evolving Violence on Forced Migration”
D Groen et al., 2019 Winter Simulation Conference (WSC), 297-307



Tigray model overview

Tigray conflict flared up in November 2020.

Mixture of internal displacement and people 

fleeing abroad.

Aim: attempt to estimate the increase in camp 

arrivals in Sudan if the conflict were to 

exacerbate.



Forecasting conflicts

● Instead of generating conflicts randomly with Flare, we chose to build a more guided 

randomizer that follows specific scenarios defined in collaboration with Save The 

Children.

● Conflicts may escalate in different regions, and to a different intensity level.



Tigray simulation results

Number of arriving refugees in the main camp (Hamdayet).

● 100 runs, each run has a different realisation of the conflict forecast.
○ 5 new conflict hotspots in the left plot, 20 new conflict hot spots in the right plot.



Flu and Coronavirus Simulator

● Decision-makers need reliable and reproducible forecasts of the spread of COVID-19 

in local regions.
○ Most of the existing models are at national level.

We wish to support:

● different lockdowns and other interventions,

● different viral strains,

● different vaccination efficacies and strategies.

… on the hyperlocal sub-national level.



FACS: Simulation Development Approach



FACS: location graph



FACS: Key procedures per time step



FACS: sources of uncertainty

● Aleatoric uncertainty: the code is non-deterministic.
○ Plotted with error ranges.

● Uncertainty in underlying assumptions, e.g. vaccination efficacy or uptake of 

lockdown measures.
○ Stratified in different scenarios.

● Uncertainty in expected future lockdown / release interventions.
○ Stratified in different scenarios.



Flu and Coronavirus Simulator: example result

Forecast for the Borough of Brent.

Done in December 2020.

(green line is early validation data)

Vertical lines are times of key 

Lockdown interventions.



Sensitivity Analysis



Sensitivity analysis: a few basics

● Goal: to assess how sensitivity key outputs are to changes in assumptions:
○ Or: how sensitive key quantities of interest (QoIs) are to modifications in specific input parameters.

● Method:
○ Run a representative sample of simulations with different input parameters.

■ E.g. using Monte-Carlo, Stochastic Collocation or Polynomial Chaos Expansion methods.

○ Use a method to calculate the sensitivity for each parameter, and combination of parameters.

■ E.g. using Sobol’s sensitivity analysis.

Sobol', I.Y.M., 1990. On sensitivity estimation for nonlinear mathematical models. Matematicheskoe modelirovanie, 2(1), 
pp.112-118.



Automated Sensitivity Analysis

● We use the VECMA toolkit 

(http://www.vecma-toolkit.eu), and Sobol’s sensitivity 

analysis to determine how much each assumption 

matters to the final result.

● This needs a lot of simulations, so we use 

supercomputers (e.g., Eagle/Altair [Poznan], Hazel 

Hen/Hawk [Stuttgart], SuperMUC(-NG) [Garching]).

Relation (Mali run) Value

camp move chance (def: 0.001) 0.88

conflict move chance (def: 1.0) 0.60

default move chance (def:0.3) 0.45

Combinations of assumptions <0.004

http://www.vecma-toolkit.eu


Sensitivity-driven simulation development (SD2)

● Automatically analysed the sensitivity of FLEE’s output metrics to the input 
parameters/assumptions across four African conflict simulations.

● Draw samples using stochastic collocation and Sobol’s method.

● Identified pivotal assumptions that dominate the validation results.

● Refined FLEE based on our analysis, released a new algorithm rule set FLEE 2.0 and analysed 
the sensitivity of input parameters across four African countries.

FLEE FLEE 2.0

Suleimenova, D., Arabnejad, H., Edeling, W.N. and Groen, D., 2021. Sensitivity-driven simulation development: a case study in forced migration. Philosophical 

Transactions of the Royal Society A, 379(2197), p.20200077.



Summary

VECMAtk provides systematic approach to verify and validate applications, to help 

quantify key uncertainties, and to analyse parameter sensitivities.

The toolkit is freely available at https://vecma-toolkit.eu and can be used for applications 

in any domain.

Here I shared two real-world collaborative examples, one with Save The Children on 

modelling migration, and one with several NHS Trusts on modelling COVID-19 spread.

https://vecma-toolkit.eu
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